Press Release:

RAW and more updates on the
NINJA V & NINJA V+
Melbourne, Australia – 23rd November – Today marks the start of the next phase in the Atomos
quest to bring Apple ProRes RAW video recording to even more filmmakers. The release of
the AtomOS 10.71 update for NINJA V and NINJA V+ monitor-recorder
devices, introduces ProRes RAW format recording options for the legacy Sony FS series, the Canon
EOS R5 and the Panasonic LUMIX BS1H. In addition to this, the AtomOS update includes brand new
features for the AtomX CAST and compatibility with the NINJA V+ to create a new level of
performance and versatility for live productions.

More RAW on NINJA V & NINJA V+
There’s been a high-level of anticipation and interest for Atomos to pair the compact form factor of the
5” HDR monitor-recorder with the Sony FS series cameras. The powerful NINJA V+ Pro Kit (or NINJA
V+ with the AtomX SDI Unit and SDI RAW activation) now support the recording of ProRes RAW from
the FS5*, FS5MKII, FS700*, and FS700r with continuous output directly from the sensor up to 2K
240fps, 4K 60fps and 4K 120fps for 4s bursts. RAW output at 4K 60fps and 2K up to 240fps can also
be added to the Sony FS7 or FS7MKII with the addition of the XDCA-FS7 module.

The combination of the Canon EOS R5 with the Atomos NINJA V yields recordings of up to 5K RAW
at an unprecedented price point. The EOS R5 capitalizes on the heritage of the Canon’s full-frame
cameras to deliver next generation advances in image quality, performance, and reliability. The 45
Megapixel full-frame sensor can deliver 5K images that allow for high resolution reframing and
stabilisation. The ability to work with 8K RAW on the NINJA V+ provides a huge canvas from
reframing of 4K crops and an increase in image fidelity.

Adding the NINJA V or the NINJA V+ to a Panasonic LUMIX BS1H rig allows recordings of 5.9K
30fps, 4.1K 60fps and 3.5K 50fps anamorphic. The LUMIX BS1H combines stunning cinema-quality
video performance of the full-frame LUMIX S1H, including impressive bokeh, low-light performance,
wide dynamic range of 14+ stops V-Log and network connectivity. By uniting the LUMIX BS1H with
the NINJA V/V+ filmmakers can be sure the image they see is the image they record.

Go Live with the AtomX CAST
Atomos is also releasing an update to the AtomX CAST. New features include compatibility with the
NINJA V+, picture overlays, Picture-in-Picture (PiP) recording and a dip to black/white transition. The
ability to record both the clean program feed or record with TX graphics, PiP, and transitions directly
to SSD makes the AtomX CAST the perfect device for fast turnaround live productions. When a fully
equipped studio is impractical, a palm-sized switcher, recorder and video casting device becomes an
ideal option. Other updates including support for interlaced inputs, an option for audio delay and bug
fixes combine to make this the most compelling AtomX CAST release to date.

Customers should look out for Atomos Black Friday promotions on the NINJA V and the NINJA V+
Level-Up Promotion to experience the evolution of these pioneering devices first hand. More
information here.

*Paid RAW upgrade from Sony required.

Existing NINJA V & NINJA V+ users can update their firmware here.

About Atomos
Atomos exists to help creative professionals cut through technology barriers by creating easy to use,
cutting-edge 4K and HD Apple ProRes monitor/recorders. These products give video professionals a
faster, higher quality and more affordable production system, whether they create for social media,
YouTube, TV or cinema. Atomos continues to demonstrate its commitment to putting users first
through continual innovation at amazing price points. The company developed the AtomOS operating
system dedicated to video recording with an elegant and intuitive touchscreen user interface and was
also the first to implement the professional Apple ProRes RAW format for recording with cinema
cameras. Atomos is based in Australia with offices in the USA, Japan, China, UK and Germany and
has a worldwide distribution partner network.
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